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“Read! And your lord is the Most Generous.” 
−Al-‘alaq:3 
“If you’re walking down the right path and you’re willing to keep walking, 
eventually you’ll make progress.” 
− Barack Obama 
“Whenever you feel like criticizing anyone, just remember that all people in this 
world haven’t had the advantages that you’ve had!” 
−F. Scott Fitzgerald 
“That it will never come again is what makes life so sweet.” 
− Emily Dickinson 
 “The best gift to share others is your time because you are giving a portion of 
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This study is about Equality of Social Status. The problem of this study is how 
importance of equal social status in choosing spouse is reflected in Up at the Villa novel.  
The object of this study is Up at the Villa novel by William Sommerset Maugham. 
It is analyzed by a sociological approach. This study belongs to qualitative research. In 
this method, there are two types of data source, namely primary and secondary data 
source. The primary data source is the Up at the Villa novel and the secondary data is 
other material related to the study. Both data are collected through library research and 
analyzed by descriptive analysis.  
The result of this study shows the following conclusion. Based on analysis it is 
quite obvious that there is a close relation between this novel and the social reality in 
England in early middle twentieth century. William Sommerset Maugham wants to show 
social phenomena within society about equality of social status in terms of choosing 
spouse in England in early middle twentieth century through Up at the Villa. 
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